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for themselves in the urbanizing, commercial life of Freetown. In this respect the
experience paralleled that of Ghana. But it was even more important, for in the late
1830s and early 1840s when some of the liberated slaves who had been snatched out
of the Yoruba-speaking region of Nigeria began to return to their homeland, they took
with them the desire for a Western education. This was only one example in which the
Sierra Leone emphasis upon education made it an important source of supply of the
Western-educated elites who eventually took more and more of the leadership of
Africa into their own hands.
Western education was introduced into Nigeria on the wave of missionary
activity that began in the early 1840s and lasted until the 1860s, when considerable
hostility to them arose as a result of the wars and the annexation of Lagos by the
British government in 1861. During this period the most influential missionary groups
were the Church Missionary Society, the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, the
Foreign Mission Committee of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland, and at
mid-century the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention of the
United States. The missionary and the humanitarian roles preceded that of the
government in Nigeria. The slave traders were of course ahead of all others, but it was
a unique combination of evangelicals and humanitarian laymen who saw that the slave
trade, while legally abolished, was still actively oppressing thousands of Africans.
The religious motive, humanitarian benevolence, the abolitionist cause, and
commercial enterprise were impressively rolled together into the civilizing mission. The
ideology expressing these goals was nowhere better stated than by T. F. Buxton,
originator of the ill-fated Niger expedition of 1841. In his 'Trospectus of the Society
for the Extinction of the Slave Trade and for the Civilization of Africa" (a title to stir
the emotions of the righteous philanthropist in 1839), Buxton added to Christianity
the following ingredients of the civilizing mission:
adoption of effectual measures for reducing the principal languages of
Western and Central Africa into writing ... prevent or mitigate the prevalence of
disease and suffering among the people of Africa .. . encouragement of practical
science in all its various branches, the system of drainage best calculated to
succeed in a climate so humid and so hot... afford essential assistance to the
natives, by furnishing them with, useful information as to the best mode of
cultivation; as to the productions which command a steady market; and by
introducing the most approved agricultural implements and seeds. The time may
come when the knowledge and practice of the mighty powers of steam might
contribute rapidly to promote the improvement and prosperity of that coun-
try ... assist in promoting the formation of roads and canals ... manufacture of
paper, and the use of the printing press.8
This is an excellent summation of the humanitarian view of the civilizing mission
and, despite the reference to "natives," carried less of the tone of racial superiority than
8T. F. Buxton, "Prospectus of the Society for the Extinction of the Slave Trade, and for the
Civilization of Africa," in an abridgement of the African Slave Trade and its Remedy, John
Munay, London, 1840, p. 60.

